
Spaced Out! RabbiMordechai Kamenetzky (Torah.org)
The Torah, this week's portion tells us, is not in space. We do not have

to travel to the heavens, nor cross the seas to learn it. It is close to our

hearts and our lips to do and observe (Deuteronomy 30:12). Though

the Torah is not in the heavens, that is not always the case with the Jews!

We read this week that sometimes the Jewish people will be so

dispersed that "if your exiles are scattered at the end of the skies,

Hashem will gather them from there" (Deuteronomy 30:4).

Those two verses are an amazing contrast. Though the People of the

Book may be as far-flung as the heavens themselves, the Book is always

within our reach. Ultimately however, both the far-flung Jew and the
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Book he or she is meant to observe will always land together.

The meaning of the message is surely open to analysis. What does the

Torah mean by telling us that Torah is not in heaven? We all know that.

After all, aren't we reading those verses on Shabbos, in synagogue,

here on earth?

Rashi explains that the Torah means to tell us that if the Torah was actually

in heaven we would have to find a way to retrieve it, bring it back to

earth, and study it! Quite a prescient prediction of space-travel! But, I

imagine, if a possible cure for cancer or the quest for other scientific

discoveries prompted a multi-billion dollar space program with a goal

to land on the moon, Mars and our other celestial neighbors, the quest

for morality would have propelled us there thousands of years prior!

Perhaps, however, we can use an old Jewish story to see how the Torah

is entreating us in a different vein.

The story is told of Reb Chaikle, a poor tailor from Lodz, who had

recurring dreams. Each night his father would appear to him and

tell him about a secret fortune. All he had to do was travel to

Vienna and visit the royal palace. Exactly 50 yards from the

palace, explained his father, was an old oak tree. Under that tree,

his father told him, lies a great treasure. All Reb Chaikle had to do

was dig under the tree, and all his financial problems would be

solved.

At first, Reb Chaikel ignored the dreams, but they kept repeating

night after night, and he felt compelled to travel to Vienna and

seek his fortune.

He camped out near the palace and waited for an opportune

moment to begin the dig to fortune. At midnight on a moonless

night he stealthily crept up to the tree and began to dig. His

shovel did not get a chance to strike dirt when he felt a rough

hand squeeze the back of his neck.

“Jew!" shouted the palace guard. "What on earth are you doing at

twelve midnight, 50 yards from the palace gates, shoveling dirt?"

Reb Chaikel had no choice but to tell the story of the dream and

the great fortune that lay beneath the oak tree that he was about

to dig up. He even offered to split the booty, if only the guard

would let him go.

"You idiot!" laughed the guard. "Everyone has dreams. In fact, I

myself even dreamt that if I would go to the city of Lodz in

Poland, and dig in the basement of some Jewish tailor named

Chaikel, I, too, would find a fortune! Hah! Now get lost!"

Legend has it that Reb Chaikel returned to Lodz, and after a little

digging in his own home became a very wealthy man.

Sometimes we look at the Torah's goals as way up in space! We look at

the mitzvos as nearly impossible tasks that are as difficult to achieve

and perform as landing on the moon. We view them as hurdles that are

impossible to overcome and not feasible to attempt. We must travel to

distant lands and perform incredulous feats.

The Torah assures us twice that it is within our reach. A Jewish soul may

be lost in space, but Hashem will find a way to bring him home.

Whether through a chance meeting with an observant Jew stuck in

Thailand, or seated next to him or her on an airplane circling Dallas

airport, Hashem will find him. Next, the Torah assures us that its very

manual is a lot closer to practical observance than people may

imagine. One may think it takes extensive efforts to become something

he imagines is way beyond his reach.

This week the Torah teaches us the secret of the Jewish soul and the

Book that was written to guide it. Both of them are within our reach.

Neither of the two is forever spaced out.
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DID YOU KNOW?

We want our tefillos to be accepted so it's best to perform them correctly.
For details please ask the Rov `Šhily

Source: Mishnah Berurah  592(3) [8-12]

Preparing for the Yomim Noraim
2. Shofar Blowing

There are technically two parts to the shofar
blowing. The first is after the Torah reading

(called cauhns ,ughe,) and the second is

during the musaf amida (and afterwards)

(called snugns ,ughe,).

The brochos recited before the

cauhns ,ughe, operate for both parts and

it is therefore correct not to speak (but alright
to daven!) until the last note of the shofar

blowing (after ©j�C©J�k Ubh�k�g).

Rosh HaShana Wordsearch

An Urge to Be Even Better

More and More Ourselves

It is not in heaven…(Devarim 30:11)

The Torah is not found amongst those who think they have reached the

heavens. (The Kotzker Rebbe)

They make him take an oath to be righteous and not to be wicked. Even

if the whole world says you are righteous you should be in your eyes

like one who is wicked. (Talmud Nida)

Don’t consider yourself wicked! (Pirke Avos Chap. 2)

I have placed life and death before you, blessing and curse; and you

should choose life…(Devarim 30:19)

With Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur bearing down upon us it’s hard to

know how to see ourselves. There even seems to be some mixed

signals coming from the sagely sources. Am I good or am I bad? Let’s try

a few approaches!

A friend of mine tried to call me up Erev Rosh Hashana and apparently

misdialed. A woman with a heavy Russian accent answered the phone.

Not recognizing the voice, he asked, “Is this the Lam residence?” She

answered sternly, “I am afraid you are a mistake?” Of course she

misspoke but he called me moments later and told me he felt a little

devastated. He hadn’t realized he was a mistake. There’s a world of

practical difference between understanding “I made a mistake” and

feeling “I am a mistake”.

A few weeks ago my older boys were lightly teasing and testing their

youngest sister at the table. One quizzed her strongly asking, “Are you

good or bad? She shot back without hesitation, “Both!” They pressed

her again, “Good or bad? Which one?” She wouldn’t be intimidated a

bit. She answered with a single word again, “Both!” How profound was

that exchange!

I once asked the famous psychiatrist and author Rabbi Dr. Abraham

Twerski if he could give me a working definition of “positive self-

esteem”. Without hesitation he said, “Knowing your good points and

your bad points simultaneously.” At first it sounded remarkably simple

but later gained appreciation for its depth.

I realized that seeing only good points makes us haughty while seeing

only bad points leaves us vulnerable to depression. Seeing them

alternately puts us on an emotional rollercoaster ride. Being aware of

both simultaneously creates a healthy balance. We can neither become

too high on ourselves considering our faults nor too low when we

know our goodness.

Having that healthy balance allows us to face our failures and faults

without fear of feeling like a mistake. Then we can enjoy the benefits of

criticism that help make the good better and the bad a little less so.

Wondering aloud, “Are we good or bad?” I guess the smart answer is

“both”. As the “days of awe” draw near, though, some may begin to

feel an urge to be even better.

And an angel of HASHEM called to him and said, "Avraham / Avraham!"

And he said, "Here I am!" ( Breishis 22:11)

Avraham/ Avraham: It's an expression of dearness that he doubled his

name. (Rashi)

It's quite reasonable that Avraham was spoken to affectionately at that

moment. He had just demonstrated his willingness to bend his own will

in favor of The Almighty's in the most dramatic fashion ever. How is it,

though, that repeating a name expresses dearness?

Every once and a while, in the spring, I am inspired to plant some

different types of flowers. I happen to have a particular attraction to the

elegant "sunflower". On the shelf, at the nursery, are these little packets

with colorful pictures of clusters of fully developed sunflowers. That's

usually enough of a lure to get me to buy some. Ever hopeful I push a

bunch of seeds into the earth and wait for the happy results.

Rabbi Label Lam (Torah.org)

Rabbi Label Lam(Torah.org)

After a few days little heads have begun to peek out from the soil.

Weeks later the necks are starting to stretch to the heavens. Not soon

after this stage I have most often met with great disappointment. The

plants usually begin to bend and bow penitently before falling back to

the ground.

I look forward to the day when I will gaze out into the garden and

behold: The sunflower emerging from the good earth actually

matches the picture on that packet attached to the stick. Then I'll shout

with glee, "Sunflower!" while admiring the towering flower and then

again "Sunflower!" as I perceive its perfect likeness to the picture on

the outside of the packet. It's a match!

The Zohar explains that a person's name is doubled when they
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DID YOU KNOW?

We want our tefillos to be accepted so it's best to perform them correctly.
For details please ask the Rov `Šhily

Sources: Matteh Efraim 602 (45)

Preparing for the Yomim Noraim
3. Motzoei Shabbos Shuva

Yom Kippur this year will be the Shabbos after

Shabbos Shuvo. We do say wfu ogub hvhu after

the maariv amida on Motzoei Shabbos Shuvo.

actualize their potential. When the picture of what the person could be

is mirrored by what the person is, then the name is repeated as an

expression of endearment.

The Rambam writes in his "Laws of Teshuva" that any person can become

righteous like Moses. A person's spiritual height, not like physical height is

a function of how one exercises their free will and not a determined fact

of life. Can anyone reach the stature of Moshe? The Torah tells us

explicitly that there will never again be another prophet like Moshe. His

unique greatness will remain forever unmatched. What does the

Rambam mean?

Before it became popular a friend of mine in yeshiva was busy stirring

some green health- mix while others were busy with their toast and

coffee. A fellow approached this petite pal of mine and asked him

crudely, "Do you think you're healthier than us?" My friend gave such a

sweet and poignant reply, "No, but I am lot healthier than I used to be!"

No one is expected to be Moshe or Avraham. Each mined out the best

of what was coded into the seeds of their beings. As we read about

Avraham's amazing achievement at the "Akeida", on Rosh HaShana it may

be worthwhile to remember that we are not being asked to be better or

holier than anybody else on the planet but we are being urged by a

pleading Shofar and the steady beat of the clock to become more and

more ourselves.

"The Rock, his works are perfect, for all His ways are just; a faithful

Almighty without blemish, straight and righteous is He." [32:4]

In order to believe in G-d, one must be willing to accept that we don't

know the whole story. We see bad things happen to good people, and

conversely, we see good things happen to bad people. Do we know

why? No. And if we insist that all is as it appears to us, then there is no

room in our world-view for a good and benevolent G-d.

The Chofetz Chaim offers the following parable, modified into story

form:

We Don't See the Whole Picture Rabbi YaakovMenken (Torah.org)

Mr. Schwartz was a great and wealthy man. He had property,

servants, all a man could ask for - but the joy of his life was his only

son, David. His love of his young son was boundless. One day, his

son fell ill - and it soon became clear that this was no minor flu. As

David's condition worsened, his father took him from doctor to

doctor, from hospital to hospital, in a desperate attempt to

diagnose the problem.

Finally, a leading specialist discovered that David suffered from an

intense allergy to red meat. They restored David to health, but the

doctor gave Mr. Schwartz the strongest of warnings to never

permit his child to eat beef, veal or anything heavier than chicken.

He was indeed very careful - until he was called out of town on

business. He warned his servants repeatedly, but on the last day of

his trip, one of the cooks foolishly left a steak sandwich on the

table. David wandered in, smelled the meat, grabbed a piece and

ran outside.

Of course, David immediately became sick once again, just as his

father was returning; Mr. Schwartz discovered his son near death.

They rushed to the hospital, with the father swearing to never

again travel for business - so as to be able to personally supervise

his son.

With great effort, the doctors were again able to save David's life.

When he was able to return home, the father made a special meal

of thanksgiving for all his relatives and friends. As they sat down to

dinner, they saw that Mr. Schwartz had ordered a catered meal that

surpassed even his ordinary standards. And of course, not serving

meat would have been out of the question, and would have

required all sorts of uncomfortable explanations.

Several guests, sitting near the entrance, heard something very

surprising - and disturbing: the voice of David himself, crying

loudly to be permitted into the dinner hall! They sat there

amazed, not understanding the bizarre actions of the "cruel

father" who would not permit his own son to enter, when after all

it was his health they were celebrating...

So too, we often cannot understand why G-d runs the world as he

does. All we can do is look at the miracles He performed for us, the

Torah He gave us, and the Covenant He made with us - and realize that

although we may not understand, "the Rock, His works are perfect...

straight and righteous is He."

Because this year Parshas Ha'azinu is on Shabbos Shuvah, the

"Shabbos of Repentance" between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur, it

would be appropriate to also reflect on our inability to judge the

actions of other people, as well. The same concept applies - we

simply don't know the whole situation, and what compels another

person to behave as he or she does. As Yom Kippur approaches, we

should try to understand the other person's situation, as difficult as that

might be, and forgive all sins against us, both real and imagined. May

we all be forgiven, and may we be sealed for life!


